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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,655,311 

AUTOMATIC CEAR SIGN PRINTNG 
MECHANISM 

Henry L. Pitman, Melbourne, Fla., assignor to 
Underwood Corporation, New York, N. Y., a 
corporation of Delaware 

Application August 20, 1948, Serial No. 45,372 
(C. 235-60.17) 12 Claims. 

This invention relates to combined typewriting 
and computing machines and more particularly 
to machines wherein a single keyboard is en 
ployed, such as found on ordinary typewriters. 
Machines of the type with Which this invention 

is particularly concerned comprise a computing 
base surmounted by a typewriter COOperating 
therewith. Within the base are normally con 
tained a plurality of registers located in lateral 
alignment across the front thereof. For running 
amounts into the Wheels of the registers, there is 
provided a set of differential operator bars for 
each register. 
The typewriter carriage is provided With a 

plurality of column units extending horizontally 
from the rear thereof, and as the carriage moves 
into a computing zone corresponding to a column 
on the work sheet, one of the column units, which 
may carry a plurality of dogs, depresses a verti 
cally extending plate, thereby selecting one of 
the registers for operation. If the colunian unit 
carries more than one register Selecting dog, then, 
of course, more than one register will be selected 
for Operation. 
The differential operator bars Which actuate 

the wheels of the registers are provided With in 
dexing pins which are set in accordance with the 
depression of numeral keys of the typewriter. 
When a numeral key is depressed, the digit 
represented by said key is printed and the digit 
value is also indexed in one of the differential 
operator bars. Machines of the character With 
which this invention is concerned are normally 
provided with a continuously operating power 
source and a one-revolution clutch which, When 
engaged, connects a cycling general operator to 
the constantly rotating power source. After all 
of the digits of an amount have been Selected, 
the one-revolution clutch is engaged, thereby 
cycling the machine and running the Selected and 
indexed amounts into the Wheels of the Selected 
register or registers. 
With machines of the type with which this in 

vention is concerned, it is possible to automatical 
ly print totals. That is to say, after One or more 
amounts have been entered into a register, the 
amount then standing in the Wheels of the 
register may be automatically read out and 
printed. For accomplishing this purpose, a set of 
total reading feelers is provided for each register 
and each register wheel is provided with a spiral 
arrangement of stops. When it is desired to print 
a total, the set of feelers is released and the in 
dividual feelers of the set move forward into 
engagement with the stops, the amount of for- is 
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Ward movement being determined by the particu 
lar digits standing in the wheels. These differ 
ent forward positions of the feelers are then en 
ployed in selecting the amount to be printed. 
The machine is also provided with a fugitive 

One mechanism, making it capable of recording 
and printing true overdrafts as well as true posi 
tive amounts. 
When a total is automatically read out of a 

register and printed, the amount standing in the 
register is indexed in the differential operator 
bars for said register, and during the subsequent 
cycle of the machine, which always follows a 
total printing operation, the register moves to its 
Subtractive position and the indexed amount, is 
Subtracted out of the register thereby leaving the 
register clear. 
The general form of the machine, as set forth 

above, is well known and is more particularly de 
Scribed in my prior Patent No. 2,372,681. Also 
described and shown in said patent is a mecha 
nisin whereby a Star or other indicating symbol 
is automatically printed following a total taking 
Operation if the register is properly cleared. In 
Said patent, a Star is only printed when a register 
is cleared as a result of a total taking operation. 

It has been found desirable to print a star or 
other clear sign in certain columns wherein a 
register is cleared by an operation other thain a 
total taking operation. For example, in certain 
bookkeeping setups, a Proof column is provided, 
and When an amount is typed in the usual Old 
Balance column, Said amount is run into at least 
two registers one of which is a “proof’ register. 
After the operator has entered the appropriate 
Debits and Credits and the machine has auto 
matically printed the new balance, the carriage 
is tabulated to the Proof column where the oper 
ator again copies the old balance. At this car 
riage position, the "proof' register is again 
selected, but this time it is selected subtractively 
So that during the cycle following the typing of 
the old balance, the amount is run into the regis 
ter Subtractively thereby clearing the register 
provided the operator has copied the old balance 
in the Sane Way in both the Old Balance column 
and the Proof column. In order that the Operator 
may be made a Ware of the fact that the old 
balance has been correctly copied, it is desirable 
to automatically print a clear sign in the Proof 
column, and this cannot be accomplished with a 
machine constructed in accordance with my 
prior Patent No. 2,372,681 referred to above. 

It is, therefore, a primary object of this inven 
tion to provide, in a combined typewriting and 
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computing machine, an improved arrangement 
whereby a star or other clear sign may be auto 
matically printed in any desired coluinns of a 
work sheet without the necessity of taking an 
automatic total in such columns. 

It is a further object of this invention to pro 
vide a reliably operable arrangement whereby a 
clear sign will be printed at only certain definite 
preselected letter Space positions. 

It is a still further object of this invention to 
provide an improved means whereby a clear sign 
will be printed only when the particular register 
selected for operation in a certain column is clear. 

It is another object of the invention to provide 
a means for printing a clear sign. Which is Oper 
able early in the Second half cycle of a cyclically 
operating computing machine. 
These and other objects, features and advan 

tages of the present invention will become more 
readily apparent as the description of a preferred 
embodiment of the invention proceeds. 

Referring now to the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a portion of a 

combined typewriting and computing machine 
showing the details of the present invention, 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the general oper 
ator mechanism and shows a portion of the means 
for rocking the registers into their adding or Sub 
tracting positions, 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 but shows the 
relation of the parts after a cycle has progressed 
to approximately the one fourth point, 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 2 but shows the 
relation of the parts at the time a cycle has 
reached the halfway mark, 

Fig. 5 is a side elevation of the tens carry-over 
mechanism and shows the means for restoring 
the clear sensing feelers to their normal position, 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing part of the 
mechanism for releasing a state control slide for 
forward movement to an addition or subtraction 
determinative position, 

Fig. 7 is a front elevational view of a portion 
of the mechanism shown in Fig. 6, 

Fig. 8 is a plan view of a modification of one 
of the features of the invention, 

Fig. 9 is a plan view of a further modification 
of one of the features of the invention, and 

Fig. 10 is a perspective view showing the mech 
anism whereby various functions of the machine 
are controlled by the carriage. 

Describing first the cycling mechanism and re 
ferring primarily to Figs. 2, 3 and 4, it will be ob 
served that the usual general operator bar it has 
been provided. During a cycle of Operation of 
the machine, general operator bar ... is noved 
from its Fig. 2 position to the position shown in 
Fig. 4 and then back to the Fig. 2 position by 
means consisting in general of a bar to which 
said general operator bar is operatively con 
nected. The bar is moved toWard the front 
of the machine and back to the Fig. 2 position 
by means of a crank arm 2 fixed to a shaft. 3 
and provided with a roller & fitting within a 
groove 5 in a plate 6 secured to said bar through 
the intermediary of a stiffening member ... ihe 
shaft 3 is connected for one-revolution opera 
tion to a continuously rotating power Source 
through the usual one-revolution clutch, as de 
scribed in my prior Patent No. 2,178,702. 
The forward end of bar is provided with 

rack teeth 8, which are constantly meshed with 
a pinion 9 rotatable upon a fixed stud 2. Fixed 
to a cross shaft 2, which corresponds to shaft 
65 of Patent No. 2,178,702, mentioned above, is 
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a gear segment 22 which is meshed with pinion 
f3. By referring to my above mentioned patent, 
it Will be seen that the other end of shaft 2 
carries a gear segment similar to segment 22, 
Which, through a pinion similar to pinion 9, is 
drivingly connected to a rack bar similar to bar 
i for moving the opposite end of general oper 
ator bar 3, thus assuring that the two ends of 
the general operator bar will move in unison. 
As Seen in FigS. 2, 3 and 4, a generally V-shaped 

nenber 23 is fixed to the cross shaft 21, and upon 
One arm of said W-shaped member is pivoted at 
25 a pawl 25. A spring 26 extends between a pin 
2. On a tail portion of Said pawl and a pin 28 on 
the other arm of said V-shaped member and 
urgeSSaid pawlin a clockwise direction, as viewed 
in Fig. 2, about its pivot 24. Pawl 25 has an ex 
tended end portion 29 providing a pair of shoul 
ders 33- and 3 between said end portion and the 
main body of the pawl for a purpose which will 
presently appear. 

Slidably mounted upon a. square stud. 32, fixed 
to the framework, is an arm 33, one end of which 
is pivotally connected at 34 to an arm 35 fixed to 
a. CrOSS shaft. 38. Cross shaft 33 is similar to shaft 
:46 of my prior Patent No. 2,192,365 and serves 
When rocked to move a selected register or reg 
isters from a normally neutral to an adding or 
Subtracting position, as fully explained in said 
patent. Shaft 36 is rocked from its Fig.2 posi 
tion. to its Fig. 3 position by rearward movement, 
of the arm 33, and for moving said arm the foll 
lowing mechanism is provided. 
A can plate. 35 having a cam slot 38 is pivotally 

nounted upon a shaft fixed in the frame of the 
machine and is held upon said shaft by means of 
a SCrew 39. A pair of push pins 46 and 4 are 
mounted in the cam plate 37, the push pin 46 co 
Operating with shoulder 33 of the pawl 25 and the 
pin (; cooperating with shoulder 31 of said pawl. 
A can follower 42 is fixed to the arm 33 and 
rides in the cam slot 38. 
As previously pointed out, the bar is moved 

toward the front of the machine, that is to say 
from the Fig.2 position to the Fig. 4 position dur 
ing the first half of the cycle. As will readily be 
understood, the forward movement of bar will 
result, in counterclockwise rotation of segment. 22 
and V-shaped member 23. During approximate 
ly the first quarter of the cycle, the pawl 25, will 
be held up in the position shown in Figs. 2 and 3 
so that extension 29 and shoulder 39 thereon will be resiliently held in engagement with push pin 
9 by the Spring 26. As the V-shaped member 
23 begins its counterclockwise movement, the 
shoulder 30 on pawl 25 will push the pin 40 from 
the Fig. 2 position to the Fig. 3 position thereby 
rotating the cam plate 37 counterclockwise about 
its axis. Since the follower 42 on arm 33 stays in 
the cam slot 38, counterclockwise rotation of cam 
plate 37 from its Fig. 2 position will result in a 
rearward movement of arm 33 to the Fig. 3 posi 
tion, as will readily be understood. -- 
As the arm 33 moves rearwardly, the previous 

ly Selected registers will be moved into an adding 
or Subtracting position by the resultant rotation 
of shaft 36, as explained in my prior Patent No. 
2,192,365, referred to above. The registers are, 
of course, moved to their operative positions be 
fore the general operator bar i0 has moved far 
enough to pick up any of the usual differential 
Operator bars. - 

As the cycle progresses from the Fig. 3 position 
to the Fig. 4 position, the pawl 25 is moved by the 
V-shaped member out of engagement with push 
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pin 40 and into engagement with push pin 4 and 
held resiliently engaged therewith by spring 26, 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
During the second half of the cycle, the crank 

arm 2, by continuing its clockwise rotation, 
draws the rack bar toward the rear of the ma 
chine to return the parts from the position shown 
in Fig. 4 to their normal position shown in Fig. 2. 
This rearward movement of bar will, of course, 
result in clockwise rotation of gear segment 22 
and V-shaped member 23. As W-shaped member 
23 rotates clockwise, the shoulder 3f on pawl 25 
pushes against pin 4 on the can plate 37 there 
by rotating said can plate in a clockwise direc 
tion and causing the cam follower 42 and conse 
quently the arm 33 to move toward the front of 
the machine. Forward movement of arm 33 
causes counterclockwise rotation of shaft 36 and 
consequently rocks whichever register or regis 
ters have been moved to an adding or subtracting 
position during the first part of the cycle back to 
a neutral position, as explained in my prior Pat 
ent No. 2,192,365, referred to above, 
For resiliently holding the can plate 37 in its 

two operated positions, a detent is provided. 
Said detent may conveniently consist of a men 
ber 43 provided With notches 44 and constrained 
to rotate with said cam plate and having in coop 
eration thereWith a pawl 45 pivotally mounted 
at 46 upon a stationary part of the machine and 
carrying a roller 47 which is urged by a spring 48 
into engagement with member 43. 
As explained in my Patent No. 2,192,365, re 

ferred to above, a mere cycling of the machine 
will not result in the rocking of a register into 
its adding or subtracting position. In order that 
a register may be moved into an operative posi 
tion during a cycle, it is necessary first to select 
One or more registers. In the type of machine 
with which the present invention is particularly 
concerned, register selection is predetermined 
and is accomplished by the carriage of the ma 
chine depressing one or more register Selecting 
cam plates. Depression of a register Selecting 
cam plate causes, among other things, the With 
drawal of an "add' latch 49 (see particularly Fig. 
1) from a notch in a state control slide 50, there 
by allowing said slide to be moved toward the 
front of the machine by a spring 5 until its for 
Ward movement is arrested by a second or "Sub 
tract' latch 52. 
The state control slide is provided at its front 

end with a cam slot 53 into which slot extends a 
follower fixed to a slidable bail. As explained in 
my prior Patent No. 2,192,365, forward movement 
of state control slide 50 to the point where it is 
arrested by the "subtract' latch 52 serves to posi 
tion the slidable bail at a location. Wherein Sub 
sequent clockwise rotation of shaft 36 will rock 
the register, controlled by the selected state con 
trol slide, into its adding position. 

Since the particular construction of the slid 
able bail and its connection with the register are 
not within the confines of this invention, the 
same have not been illustrated in the drawing 
and reference is to be had to my Patent No. 
2,192,365 for the details thereof. 
As likewise explained in my Patento. 2,192,- 

365, the depression of a second Cain plate by the 
carriage will withdraw the “subtract' latch 52 
and allow state control slide 50 to move forward 
to its fullest extent, provided the “add’’ latch 49 
has first been withdrawn, to thereby position the 
above mentioned slidable bail in a location such 
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6 
that Subsequent clockwise rotation of shaft, 36 
Will rock the register into its subtraction position. 

In my prior Patent No. 2,160,487, an arrange 
ment is described whereby a single register may 
be made to perform the function of two registers 
by the expedient of operatively connecting only 
half of the differential operator bars at a time 
for that register to the usual denominational 
jacks which are depressed seriatim by the car 
riage during its travel across a column. In the 
machine constructed in accordance with the 
present invention, a good part of the register se 
lecting mechanism has been preserved and while, 
as described below, the machine in its present 
form is not provided With mechanism enabling 
One register to serve as two registers, it lends it 
Self to Comparatively simple change-over to a 
Split register machine if such is desired. 

Referring now to Figs. 6 and 7, it will be seen 
that the machine of the present invention is pro 
vided with a pair of coupler section shifters 54 
and 55 similar to coupler section shifters of 
my above mentioned Patent No. 2,160,487. Each 
of the coupler section shifters is guided for ver 
tical sliding movement by a plurality of guide 
studs 56 fixed in a stationary register bar guiding 
plate 5. When the coupler section shifters are 
raised from the Fig. 6 position to the Fig. 7 posi 
tion, the couple's 58, only partially shown in Fig. 
7, are raised to a position to operatively connect 
the differential operator bars with the above 
inentioned denominational jacks, as will readily 
be understood. 
The coupler section shifters 54 and 55 are oper 

ated by the depression by the carriage of a cam 
plate 3. As may readily be seen in Fig. 10, there 
is a can plate 388 corresponding to each of the 
registers of the machine; in the present instance 
three have been shown. The rearmost cam plate 
30 rests upon a tab 36 of an intermediate plate 
392. Through a push rod 393, the plate 392 is op 
eratively connected to one end of a lever 58 pivot 
ally mounted upon a shaft 59'. It is to be under 
stood that there is an intermediate plate 332, a 
push rod 363 and a lever 39 corresponding to each 
of the other register selecting cam plates 366, but 
that for clearness of illustration, they have not 
been ShoWX. 

Operation of ever 59 causes rotation of a lever 
60, Fig. 6, pivotally mounted upon a part of the 
framework 6 of the machine by a stud shaft 82. 
There is a pin-and-slot connection 63 between 
one end of lever 6 and an arm & fixed to one end 
of a rock shaft, 65 mounted in a pair of earS 66 of 
the framework 6, so that rotation of lever 69 
causes shaft 64 to be rocked clockwise, as viewed 
in Figs. 6 and 7. An arm S is fixed to the oppo 
site end of rock shaft 65 and carries a stud 33 
which extends into an opening 69 in the coupler 
section shifter 54. It will, therefore, be undei? 
stood that when the end of lever 53 is raised froin 
the position shown in Fig. 6, Such movement Will 
result in raising the coupler section shifter 5. 
Since it is not desired to use the register coil 

trolled by a single state control means 3 as two 
registers, it is necessary to raise the coupler Sec 
tion shifter 55 at the Saine time that shifter 54 
is raised, and for that purpose, the following 
mechanism is provided. 
An intermediate lever 8, having one end fi 

overlying the stud 68, is pivotally mounted upol 
the guide plate 57 by means of a Stud 2. The Op 
posite end of lever 70 overlies one end of a lever 
73, which lever is also pivotally mounted upon the 
guide plate 5 by a stud 4. The lever 3 is simir 
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lar to latch rod retracting lever, 258 of my Patent 
No. 2,160,487, but unlike said lever 256, the lever 
3 is provided with a stud 75 extending into an 
opening 6 in the coupler section shifter 55 so 
that When the shifter 54 is raised by the stud 68, 
the levers and 3 are rocked in Such manner as 
to cause the stud 75 on lever 73 to raise the 
shifter 55, as Will readily be understood. Lever 
3 is normally held in its inactive position by a 

spring 3’. 
As in the construction explained in my Patent 

No. 2,160,487, the “add’’ latch 49 is provided with 
a notch it fitted against the edges of lever 3. 
Thus it will be understood that the depression of 
a particular can plate 300 by the carriage of the 
machine will serve to completely condition a 
given register for addition, inasmuch as the de 
pression of the cam plate will allow the state con 
trol slide to move forward to its "add' position 
and Will also operatively connect all of the differ 
ential actuators for said register with the univer 
sal set of denominational jacks. The upper ends 
of the denominational jacks are indicated gen 
erally at 384 in Fig. 10. 
In the machine in which the present invention 

has been embodied, the "subtract' latches 52 are 
all withdrawn fron engagement With their re 
spective state control slides 50 at the same time. 
Each “subtract' latch 52 is pivotally connected 
as at 8, Fig. 6, to an arm 79 fixed to a universal 
cross shaft 89. When the cross shaft 80 is rocked 
counterclockwise from its Fig. 6 position, all of 
the “subtract' latches 52 are raised. 

For a description of a preferred means of op 
erating the shaft 80, reference is to be had to Fig. 
10. A subtraction determining cann plate 3C5 is 
operatively connected through an intermediate 
plate 38 and a push rod -39 to one end of an 
L-shaped lever 33. The L-shaped lever 388 is 
mounted upon a rock shaft 309 and is connected . 
by a bail 3 9 to one end of a lever 3 also mount 
ed upon the shaft 39. The lever 3 is urged in 
a clockwise direction, as viewed in Fig. 10, by a 
spring 3 2 and is pivotally connected by a pin 33 
to one end of a link 3 4. The opposite end of link 
3 & is pivotally connected to one end of a lever 35 
mounted upon a rock shaft 3.6. The Opposite 
end of lever 3 5 is connected by a bail 3 to one 
end of a latch member 38 also mounted upon 
the shaft 36. 
The spring 32 serves to hold the can plate 

395 in an elevated position and also serves to 
position a tongue S 9 of the latch member 3 8 
underneath one arm of a generally T-shaped 
member 320. The member 320is pivotally Con 
nected at 32 to a stationary part of the machine 
and is urged by a spring 322 in a clockwise direc 
tion, as viewed in Fig. 10. One arm of the men 
322 is pivotally connected by a pin 32 to a link 
322'. The link 322 is provided with a slot 323 in 
to which is fitted a pin 326 mounted upon an arm 
323 fixed to the aforementioned shaft 30. A 
spring 326 connects the pin 324 to an offset por 
tion 32 of the link 322. 

If a register is to be selected for subtraction in 
a particular column, a column unit 44 which 
will control the operation of the machine in that 
column is provided with a tappet 328 for depress 
ing one of the cams 3 to select the register for 
addition and to raise the couplers 58, as previ 
ously described, and is also provided with a tap 
pet 329 for depressing the subtraction cam plate 
385. Through the linkage system above de 
Scribed, depression of cam plate 305 serves to 
Withdraw the tongue 319 from beneath the arm 
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of T-shaped member 320, whereupon the spring 
322 rocks the member 320 clockwise until said 
member abuts a stationary pin 330. When the 
member 320 is in abutment with the pin 330, the 
arm of said member lies in front of the tongue 
39 so that even though the tappet 329 should 
leave the cam plate 365, Said plate will not at 
that time move upward because the tongue 3 9 
Cannot move to the right as viewed in Fig. 10. 
When the member 32 is rocked clockwise, the 

link 322 pulls the pin 324 on arm 325 toward 
the rear of the machine to thereby rock the CrOSS 
shaft 80 in a counterclockwise direction as WieWed 
in Fig. 10 and thereby withdraw all of the 'sub 
tract' iatches 52, as previously explained. 

If a register is to be selectable in a given color 
umn alternately for ordinary computing and for 
automatic total-taking, the column unit Will be 
provided with two tappets 328 and two tappets 
329. One of the tappets 328 and 329 Will coop 
erate with the camplates 3 and 395 when said 
camplates are in their forward, Or ordinary com 
puting, positions and one of the tappets 328 and 
329 will cooperate with the cam plates 39 and 
335 When Said. Cain plates are in their rearward, 
or automatic total-taking, positions. It is well 
known that in machines of the type with Which 
this invention is particularly concerned, the cam 
piates Which COintrol the functioning of the ma 
Chine may be rocked from a non-total-taking 
position to a total-taking position, and one man 
iner of rocking Such plates is explained in my 
prior Patent No. 2,372,68. 
One arm of the T-shaped member 32) is pro 

vided with a can portion 33 and a dwell 332 for 
cooperating With a pin 333 carried by a bar 334. 
The bar 336 is part of the means for moving the 
general operator bar. G. and early in the cycle the 
pin 333 contacts the can portion 33 to thereby 
rock the member 323 in a counterclockwise di 
rection. As the member 320 moves counterclock 
Wise, the offset portion 327 of link 322', through 
the Spring 326, pulls upon the arm 325 to attempt 
to rock the cross shaft 88 in a clockwise direc 
tion. If a register has been selected for sub 
traction the shaft 85 cannot at this time move 
clockwise because the end of the 'subtract' latch 
Will be resting upon the state control slide. 
Spring 326 Will, therefore, yield until later in the 
Cycle when the state control slide has been re 
turned to its normal position, in a manner to be 
later described, whereupon the spring .326 will 
Snap the "Subtract' latches down into their re 
Spective notches in the state control slides. 
The column units d4, are adjustably mounted 

upon the carriage, partially indicated at 335, and 
may be placed in any desired positions in accord 
ance With the work-sheet columns. 

Referring now to Figs. 1 and 5, a portion of 
the base of a combined typewriting and comput 
ing machine, of the type to which the present 
invention is particularly adapted, is shown. 
Since the present machine has three single reg 
sters, or three interspersed registers, as disclosed 
in my recently issued Patent No. 2,436,055, three 
fore-and-aft movable state control slides 50 are 
at least partially shown. Since the Operation of 
all of the registers and all of the state control 
slides is identical, only one state control slide has 
been shown in its entirety. 

Extending parallel to the state Control slide 
50 for each register is a fore-and-aft nowable 
slide 8. Each slide 8 is provided with an elon 
gated slot.82 at its forward end and is mounted 
of guided movement upon a pin 83 fixed to the 
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framework of the machine. Each slide has an 
elongated slot 84 in its rear end guidably slid 
able upon a headed stud 85 fixed in a state con 
trol restorer bar 86, the operation of which Will 
be presently described. Each slide 8 is con 
stantly urged toward the rear of the machine 
by a spring 8. In its forward end, each of the 
Slides 8 is provided with a slot 38 for receiving 
One arm of a, beil crank 39 stationarily pivoted at 
9 to the machine framework. To the other arm 
of each bell crank 89 is articulated, by a pin-and 
slot connection 9 f, a sensing bar generally indi 
cated at 92. One leg 93 of sensing bar 92 extends 
through an opening 94 (see Fig. 5) in the frame 
Work of the machine, and another leg 95 thereof 
is guided in a groove 96 cut into the machine 
framework. At its upper end, each sensing bar 
is provided with a guide member 97 riding with 
in a slot 98 in a stationary member 99 and with 
a Sensing Spur C for a purpose to be presently 
described. Each of the Sensing bars 92 is urged 
to its inactive position by a relatively light spring 
92', as shown in Fig. 5. 
A register clearance detecting bail bar has 

side arms 02, which are pivotally mounted upon 
side plates 03 of a register frame. Only one 
of the side plates 03 is shown in Fig. 5, and in 
aSmuch as the plates 93 correspond to plates 
Ol of my Patent No. 2,436,055 and the registers 

to be used in the present machine may be identi : 
cal with the registers described in detail in said 
patent, reference is to be had thereto for the 
details thereof. The particular machine chosen 
for illustration is of the interspersed register 
type, as disclosed in my said patent and for that 
reason, the bar 0 is illustrated in Fig. 1 as 
having a row of cam-bevel-sided teeth 84 and 
interdental notches 05. As described in said 
patent, a register consists of a plurality of wheels 
f06 for each denominational order, and a detent 
arin it is provided for each wheel. Each wheel 
is provided with a pair of crescents 108 cut into 
adjacent teeth. When the Wheel is in the rota 
tive position corresponding to “O,' the crescents 
08 are aligned with a tail portion of detent arm 
07. A spring O9 urges each arm 0 toward 

its wheel. It will, therefore, be apparent that 
when the crescents are aligned with the tail, por 
tion of said arm, the arm will not stand out, 
as far as when the wheel is in a position other 
than '0' and the crescents are not so aligned. 
The purpose of the interdental notches is to 
allow the detent arms OT, corresponding to the 
Wheels of a non-selected register of the inter 
Spersed group, to be positioned outwardly by 
wheels of that group which are not in a “O’ posi 
tion without affecting the bail bar 9, all as 
described in my Patent No. 2,436,055, referred to 
above. 

Bail bar 0 is urged by a spring C toward 
the arms 9 and when a register is clear, that 
is to say when all the wheels of the register are 
standing at "0,' bar () is so positioned as to 
be out of the path of downward movement of 
spur CG of feeler member 92, as may be seen in 
Fig. 5. When any one or more wheels of a regis 
ter are standing at a position other than “0,' 
arms O. corresponding to Such wheels are moved 
outwardly thereby moving the bail bar 0 out 
Wardly and into the path of, and preventing 
downward movement of, spur 09, as shown in 
Fig. 1, 
Thus it will be seen that the Spring-urged fore 

and-aft movable slide 3i, together with the sens 
ing bar 92 and its sensing spur i00, constitutes 
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a Sensing means for ascertaining whether a, 
register is clear or whether there is an amount 
standing in the wheels of said register. 
While above, reference is made to a “selected 

register' for purposes of explaining the presence 
of the interdental inotches C5 in the bail bar 0, 
for the remainder of the specification it is to be 
understood that when reference is made to a 
'selected register,' the term is intended to in 
clude a single register of a multiple single-regis 
ter machine, as well as One register of an inter 
Spersed group. 
Each of the slides 8 is provided with a notch 
in the side thereof, and extending into each 

notch is an arm 2 fixed to a cross shaft 3. 
Also fixed to said cross shaft is an arm 4 pivot 
ally connected at 5 to a vertically movable mem 
ber 6 guided in a stationary cross piece 7, as 
seen in Fig. 5. 
The upper end of meinber 6 abuts a fange 
8 On one end of a lever 3 pivotally mounted 

upon a stationary shaft 20. The lever 9 is 
urged by a spring 2 in a clockwise direction, as 
viewed in Fig. 1, about the shaft 2, and at 
the end opposite the flange f8 is provided with 
a flange 22 overlying one end of a diaW link 23. 
The draw link 23 is urged to inoperative posi 
tion by a Spring 24 and is provided at One end 
With a toothed pawl 25 for engagement with the 
usual snatch roll 26. Intermediate its length, 
the draw link 23 is pivotally connected to one 
end of a stationarily fulcrumed lever 2 to the 
opposite end of which is operatively connected by 
a link 28, a type bar 29 carrying a star or 
other clear Sign f30. 
When any one of the slides 8 is moved by its 

spring 8 toward the rear of the machine, the 
forward edge of the notch will pull the arm. 
2 toward the rear thereby rocking cross shaft 
3 and causing the vertically movable member 

A 8 to be raised. This raising of member 6 
will, of course, rock the lever is and thereby 
cause the pawl 25 on draw link 23 to be moved 
into engagement with the Snatch roll 26. As 

is the draw link 23 is moved by the Snatch roll, the 
type bar 29 will be moved into engagement with 
the work sheet carried by the platen of the type 
Writer unit, as is well known. 
While that part of the star printing train 

from the lever 9 to the type bar 29 is shown 
in Fig. 1 as being located to the left of the ver 
tically movable member 6, it has been So shown 
Only for the sake of clearness of illustration, and 
in the actual construction of the machine, it is 
located to the right of member 6. 
When work is being performed, which in a ma 

chine with Which this invention is primarily con. 
cerned may be either a manual item entry or 
an automatic total in a column on a Work sheet, 
it is essential that a star or other clear sign be 
printed only if the particular register in which 
the work is being performed in that column be 
comes clear. In other words, unless the particu 
lar register selected to be moved to its adding or 
subtracting position from its normally neutral 
position is cleared during the cycle which follows 
the printing operation, a star should not be 
printed. 
To insure that clear sign printing is controlled 

by the particular register selected for operation 
in a given column, an interlock has been provided 
between the state control means for each regis 
ter and the clear condition sensing means for 
that register which will prevent the operation of 
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the Sensing means at all times when the state 
Control slide has not moved forward. 

in Fig. 1 is shown a member 3 pivotally 
(ounted upon the pin 83, which, as previously 
pointed out, also serves to guide the forward end 
of slide 8 . A pin-and-slot connection 32 serves 
to Operatively connect each of the members 3 
to its State control slide, and each member 3 
is provided with a hook 33 extending into the 
path of movement of a pin 34 mounted in each 
of the Sensing slides 8. Until a state control 
slide 58 has been moved forward to determine an 
adding or Subtracting condition of its register, 
the hook 33 will prevent rearward movement 
of the associated sensing slide 8 and, therefore, 
prevent operation of the clear sign printing train. 
When a state control side 50 moves forward, the 
member 3 aSSociated therewith will be caused 
to Swivel about the pin 83 due to the pin-and 
slot connection 32, and this swiveling of mem 
ber 3 will cause the hook 33 thereon to move 
Out of the path of movement of the pin 35, as 
will readily be appreciated. 
In Some instances, it is desirable to prevent the 

printing of a clear sign at all times except when 
a register has been selected for “subtraction,' 
and for accomplishing that result, the arrange 
ment shown in Fig. 8 is contemplated. Attached 
by a Screw 35, or otherwise, to the member 3 
is a member 36 having an upturned lip 3 for 3 
bearing against one edge of the member 3 
and having an elongated tail 33 for extending 
beyond the end of hook 33. 

If the “add' latch 49 is withdrawn and the 
state control slide 59 consequently moved for. 
Ward, in the direction of its arrow in Fig. 8, to 
the position. Wherein its register will be rocked to 
its adding position during the cycle, as previ 
ously explained, the hook 33 of member 3 will 
be withdrawn from the path of movement of pin 
A 35, but the elongated tail 38 of member 36 
will not be moved far enough to be out of the 
path of pin 34. Consequently, the sensing 
ineans cannot operate when a register has been 
Selected for addition. If, however, the “sub 
tract' latch 52 is now withdrawn to allow the 
slide 59 to continue its forward movement, such 
a?iditional forward movement will cause the 
member 3 and member 36 attached thereto 

- to be rotated about the pivot point 83 to a posi- is: 
tion wherein the elongated tail portion 38 is 
out of the path of movement of pin 34, and the 
Sensing slide 8 will consequently be able to move 
toward the rear of the machine, indicated in Fig. 
8 by the arrow on member 8. 
Should it be desirable to prevent printing of 

a clear sign at all times except when a register 
is selected for “addition,' it is contemplated to 
employ the arrangement shown in Fig. 9, where 
in the member 36 of Fig. 8 is replaced by a mem 
ber 35. The member 39 is fastened to the 
ember 3 by a screw 40, or otherwise, and is 

provided with a lip. 4, similar to the lip 37 
of member 36, for bearing against the side of 
the member 3. Member 39 is provided with 
a tail portion 42, which is longer and wider than 
the tail portion 38 of member 36 and is cut 
away at 43 to provide a space between the hook 
33 and the end of tail portion 42 into which 

the pin 34 on slide 8 may move, if with the 
construction shown in Fig. 9, the “add’’ latch 
&9 is withdrawn to allow the state control slide 
5 to move in the direction of its arrow in Fig. 9 
to the position wherein the register is selected 
for "addition,' the member 3 and the member 
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39 COnnected thereto will be rotated about the 

pivot 83 to a position wherein the hook 33 is 
out of the path of movement of the pin 34, but 
the end of tail portion 42 will not have moved 
to a point of alignment with said pin. The sens 
ing slide 8 Will, therefore, be free to move to the 
rear, the direction shown by its arrow in Fig. 9, 
and Consequently institute the printing of a clear 
Sign, as previously explained. 
In the Fig. 9 construction, if both the “add' 

and 'Subtract’ latches are withdrawn from the 
State control slide, said slide will move all the 
Way for Ward and thereby rotate members 3 
and 39 to a point where the end of tail por. 
tion 42 will block rearward movement of slide 
8 . It will later become apparent that there 
is no possibility of the slide 8 moving to the rear 
during the time required for the state control 
Slide 5 to move to its “subtract' position. That 
is to Say, whenever a register is selected for sub 
traction, the opening formed between the hook 
33 and the end of tail portion 42 by the cut 
away 43 is momentarily exposed to the pin 34, 
but the slide 8 is prevented from movement at 
that time by other means. 
When a clear sign is to be printed in a column 

on a Work Sheet, it is desirable that said sign 
be printed at only One particular letter space 
position of the carriage and Said letter space 
may appropriately be the one immediately foll 
lowing the lowest denomination of the column of 
nunnbers. 
Column unit 44, in addition to the tappets 

328 and 329 previously referred to, is provided 
With a tappet 338 for depressing seriatim the 
aforementioned denominational jacks 354. As 
described in my prior Patent No. 2,323,622, as 
the carriage escapes from the position wherein 
the tappet 338 is resting upon the jack. 394 cor 
responding to the lowest denominational order, 
a cycle instituting tooth 33, on the column unit, 
44 passes over a cycle trip lever partially in 

dicated at 338 in Fig. i0. Depression of the cycle 
trip lever 338 causes the machine to cycle, as 
explained in my said Fatent No. 2,328,622. 

After the tooth 33 passes over the cycle trip 
ever 338, the carriage comes to rest in the let 
ter space position immediately following the 
lowest order letter space position, and it is in 
this letter space position that it is desirable to 
print the clear sign. For enabling the slides 
8 to move 'earward to thereby institute clear 
sign printing, the column unit 44 is provided 
With a tappet, or dog, A5 for cooperating with 
a tooth 46 on a plate 47. The dog 45 is so 
shaped and positioned as to rest upon the tooth 
46 only when the carriage is in the letter space 

position immediately following the lowest de 
nomination. 

Referring now particularly to Fig. 1, it will be 
Seen that the tooth 48 is a part of a member 

8 carrying a headed Stud A9 mounted Within 
a slot 53 in the plate 4 and a headed stud 
5 mounted within a slot 52. 
Member 48 is urged upward to the position 

shown in Fig. 1 by a spring 53 extending be 
tween the headed stud 5 and a hole 54 in the 
plate 47. The plate 47 and its tooth carrying 
member 48 are constructed as more particularly 
explained in my prior Patent No. 2,372,681, and 
by referring to said patent, it will readily be un 
derstood that when the tooth 56 is depressed by 
a pressure applied from the right, the plate 47 
Will be depressed, but when the tooth is struck 
from the left, the member 48 is merely depressed 
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with the headed studs 49 and 5 riding down 
in their respective slots without depressing the 
plate 47. The purpose of using such a plate is 
so that the plate 4 will not be depressed during 
carriage return operations. 
When the plate 41 is depressed, it in turn de 

presses a plate 55, which through a push rod 55 
rocks a crank arm 57 fixed to a shaft 58. 
The shaft 58 carries three rods 59 which are 

normally held in alignment with the Sensing 
slides 8, as shown in Fig. 1, by a helical Spring 
160 acting upon the shaft 58. Therefore, it will 
be obvious that the sensing means comprising the 
slides 8 can operate at only one columnar let 
ter space position, since at only one letter Space 
position in a column is the shaft 58 rotated by 
the depression of plate 47 to remove the rods 
59 from alignment with said slides. 
A dog 45 for depressing plate 4 may, Of 

course, be placed upon any column units which 
control columns in which it is desired to print a 
clear sign. 

If desired, the plate 4 may be made to rock 
to the rear whenever a total is taken in a man 
ner similar to that described in respect to plate 
455 of my hereinbefore mentioned Patent No. 
2,372,681, so that a clear sign may be printed in 
any column. Whenever a total is automatically 
taken in said column but not printed when an 
item is merely entered in said column. If the 
plate 47 is made rockable during automatic to 
tal taking operations, a dog Ai is provided upon 
each column unit 44 in a position to be in opera 
tive alignment with the tooth 48 when plate 
is in its “totai' position. In any column, for 
example a proof column, wherein it is desired to 
print a clear sign at times When a total is not au 
tomatically taken, the dog 45 will, of course, be 
so positioned as to be in Operative alignment with 
the tooth 46 when plate 47 is in its unlocked 
or non-total-taking position, 

In addition to the clear sign printing being Con 
fined to one particular columnar letter Space po 
sition and being dependent for its operation up 
on register selection, it is necessary that Said 
printing be delayed until after the cycle has pro 
gressed to a point where the register wheels have 
been completely turned. Not until after the dif 
ferential operator bars have completed their for 
ward movement, and the tens carry-over has had 
time to operate is it possible to ascertain whether 
the computation has resulted in a clear register. 
For the purpose of delaying operation of the clear 
sign printing train until the second half of the 
cycle, the following mechanism is employed. 
A crossbar 6, the operation of which will 

later be more fully explained, is normally posi 
tioned as shown in Figs, 1, 2 and 5. Each of the 
sensing sides 8 is provided with a post $2, 
which is in abutting relation to the crossbar S. 
when the machine is in its normal condition, that 
is, when a cycle is not in progress. When a cy 
cle has progressed to approximately the one quar 
ter point, the crossbar 6 begins to move toward 
the rear of the machine so that by the time the 
cycle has progressed to the halfway mark, the 
crossbar S has moved to the position shown in 
Fig. 4, wherein it no longer interferes with free 
rearward movement of the slides 8. 
Fixed to the cross shaft 36, which, as previously 

explained, is rocked clockwise, as viewed in FigS. 
1 to 4, at the beginning of a cycle, is an arm 63 
to which is pivotally connected at 64 a link 165 
having a slot S6 in one end thereof. To the 
cross shaft 3, which, as previously explained, 
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must be rocked counterclockwise, as viewed in 
FigS. 1 to 4, to institute operation of the clear 
Sign printing train, is fixed an L-shaped arm 
ST provided with a pin 68 extending into the 

slot 66. Arm 67 is also provided with a pin 39 
between which and a stop pin . On the frame 
Work of the machine extends a light tension 
Spring if for resiliently holding said arm against 
said stoppin and consequently holding the cross 
Shaft 3 in its neutral position. 
The general operator mechanisin is so timed 

as to Cause the CrOSS shaft 36 to complete its 
clockWise rocking movement, before the crossbar 
6 begins its rearward movement. Therefore, 

the link S5 is moved forward to the position 
shown in Fig. 3 wherein the pin 68 on arm 6 
is positioned in the back of slot 65 before the 
croSsbar 6 has started to move away from posts 
62. Thus while the crossbar serves to lock 

the clear condition sensing slides 8 before the 
cycle begins, it Will he apparent that, this func 
tion is taken over by the link 65 and its pin 
and-slot connection with the J-shaped artin 67 
as the cycle gets under way. 

Eearly in the second half cycle, the cross shaft 
36 is rocked counterclockwise of its Fig. 4 posi 
tion to return the selected register to its normal 
position, and shaft 3 would at that time be free 
to be rocked were it not for the following ar 
rangerinent. 

Fixed to the croSS shaft 3 near the end op 
posite the L-shaped arm ST is an arm. T2 car. 
rying a roller T3 on the free end thereof. Se 
cured to the general operator bar 9 by means of 
a, Screw 4, or otherwise, is a member 75. As 
the general operator bar 9 advances to the half 
Cycle position, the member 75 moves over the 
roller 3 on arm 72, as shown in Fig. 4, to there 
by prevent the cross shaft if 3 from being rocked. 
AS Will readily be appreciated, the member 5 
Will remain in engagement with the roller 3 
until the Second half of the cycle has progressed 
far enough for the register to be returned to 
its neutral position wherein the bail bar I will 
be in a position to block downward movement of 
the Sensing bar 92 if the register is not clear, as 
previously explained. 
Thus it will be seen that means has been pro 

vided for delaying operation of the clear sign 
printing train until the second half of a cycle 
has gotten under way. By varying the length 
of the member 75 or the arm 2, clear sign 
printing may be instituted at any time during 
the second half cycle that is found desirable. 

After a register has been selected for addition 
or Subtraction by forward movement of its state 
control slide 50, it is necessary to return the state 
control slide to its neutral position during the 
cycle following the computation, and, for this 
purpose, the hereinbefore mentioned bar 8 is 
employed. Attached to the bar 86 is an arm S 
pivotally connected at 7 to an arm a fixed 
to a shaft 19. Also fixed to the shaft 9 is an 
arm 80 pivotally connected at 8 to a hook link 
82. Hook link 82 is cooperative with the ge:h. 

eral Operator bar 0 in a manner fully described 
in my copending application No. 2,654, fied Jan 
uary 16, 1948, it being Sufficient here to mention 
that the hook link 82 is provided with a step 
83. As the general operator bar ) moves for 
Ward, the hook link 82 is lifted so that during 
the return Stroke of said general operator bar, 
Step 83 is caught by said bar, and the hook link 
82 is thereby drawn toward the rear of the ma 

chine. Rearward movement of the hook link 
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£82, will, of course, result in rearward movement 
of the bar 36, as will readily be appreciated. Each 
of the state control slides 5) is provided with a 
pin 33 extending into the path of noverinent of 
the bar 88, so that as said bar moves toward the 
rear of the machine, any slide 56 which has been 
allowed to move forward will be picked up by 
the bar 86 striking the pin 86 thereon and re 
turned to its normal position. At the very end of 
the cycle, the step 83 is kicked down out of en 
gagement with the general operator bar 8, and 
a spring 35 attached to the bar 86 returns Said 
bar and the hook link 32 to the position shown 
in Fig. 1, as described in my copending applica 
tion No. 2,654, referred to above. 

After any sensing slide 3 has moved rearward 
to institute action of the clear sign printing train 
during a cycle, as previously described, it is nec 
essary that said slide be returned to its normal 
position in order that it may be ready to perform 
its sensing function during the next computing 
operation. Since the particular means employed 
herein for that purpose is a part of the usual 
tens-transfer and fugitive-one mechanism, Said 
tens-transfer and fugitive-one mechanism Will 
be briefiy described, but for a full description 
of the operation thereof reference is to be had to 
my prior Patent No. 2,192,365. 

Referring now to Fig. 5, one of the differential 
operator bars is indicated at 86. Said bar car 
ries a plurality of index. pins 85 and has rack 
teeth 88 located upon the forward end thereof. 
By referring to my Patent No. 2,192,365, men 
tioned above, it will readily be apparent that 
there is a differential operator bar 56 for each 
denominational order of a register. The rack 
teeth on each of the bars 86 are in constant mesh 
with the teeth of an idler pinion 89. 
The register wheels 06 are rocked rearward 

into engagement with the idler pinions 89 for 
subtractive operation and are rocked downward 
into direct engagement with the rack teeth 88 
for additive operation. 
A lever 9 corresponding to each of the dif 

ferential operator bars f 86 is pivotally mounted 
upon a bracket 9 fixed to the general Operator 
bar ( ). As is well known, the index pins 8 are 
set in accordance with the operation of the nu 
meral types of the typewriter unit, the '0' pin 
being set, as shown, when none of the other pins 
has been set. As the general operator bar ) is 
moved forward during a cycle, the differential Op 
erator bars 85 are picked up by the contact of 
lever 90 and whichever of the index pins 82 
has been set, and moved forward to rotate the 
register wheels 0s by an amount corresponding 
to the set index pin. On its return stroke, the 
general operator bar 0 picks up an abutment 
92 on each of the differential operator bars to 
return same to their normal position. The bars 
SS are actually moved the last increment of 
movement to their home position by a Spring 93 
engaging with a notch in said bars. 

If a register wheel is rotated through the trans 
fer point, that is, from '9' to “0” or from “0” to 
'9,' a carry-over trip lever 94 is moved out 
wardly of the position shown in Fig. 5 to rock 
a bell crank 95 one end of which is in engage 
ment With a carry-over bar 96. Each carry 
over bar 95 is pivotally connected to a station 
arily pivoted lever 97 carrying a roller 93 on 
one end thereof. The roller 98 on the lever 9 
is in lateral alignment with the lever 9) of the 
next highest denomination for a purpose present 
ly to become apparent. 
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A spring 9s urges the carry-over bar. 96 for 

Ward and downward, forward movement being 
normally prevented by contact of the lever 97 
With a stationary shaft 20 and down Ward nove 
ment being arrested by contact between the for 
ward end of bar 96 and a guide comb 2. 

Before the carry-over bars 96 can be effec 
tively operated, it is necessary that they be 
drawn a short distance toward the rear of the 
machine so that the levers 9 - are no longer in 
contact with the stationary shaft 2, and for 
this purpose, a crossbar 202, is provided for CO 
operative engagement With a shoulder. 23 on Said 
carry-over bars. The crossbar. 262 is connected 
to move with the crossbar 6, previously de 
scribed, by means of brackets 204, only one of 
which is shown. 

Crossbar 6 is connected at its opposite ends 
between a pair of slides 205, only one of which is 
shown. The slides 295 are each provided with a 
pair of cam followers 206 for cooperating with 
a can 27 fixed to the cross shaft 2, previously 
referred to. 
During the first half of the cycle, the can 207 is 

rotated counterclockwise, as viewed in Fig. 5, to 
draw the crossbar 6 and consequently the croSS 
bar 202 toward the rear. As the crossbar 292 
moves rearward, it contacts the shoulders 203 of 
carry-over bars 96 and thereby moves said carry 
over bars rearward to position a flange 268 on 
one end thereof in abutment With the Set '0' 
index pin 8 of the next highest denomination 
operator bar 36. If the '0' pin is not set, the 
flange 298 is positioned in What Would be abut 
ting relation with the '0' pin if same were set. 
If, at this time, a register Wheel paSSes through 
the transfer point, the bell crank 95 correspond 
ing to said wheel will be rocked to lift the shoul 
der 263 on the corresponding carry-over bar out 
of contact with the crossbar 202. Spring 99 
Will then be effective to draw the carry-over bar 
93 forward until the lever 9 contacts the sta 

tionary shaft 299. At that time the roller 98 
On lever 9 will be positioned far enough toward 
the rear of the machine to intercept the forward 
movement of the lower end of lever 90 and 
thereby cause said lever to pivot about its con 
nection with the bracket 9. The pivotal move 
ment of lever 99 will be just sufficient to cause 
the upper end thereof to move the differential 
operator bar 85 forward by an amount equal 
to one digital distance and position the Set in 
dex pin in contact with the flange 28 of carry 
Over bar 96. The additional forward movement 
of the differential Operator bar will cause the 
register wheel associated therewith to be turned 
by an amount equal to one digit, as Will readily 
be understood. 
A lever 209, shown in Fig. 5, operates the carry 

over bar 96 for the lowest denominational wheel 
and is connected by a bail. 2 to the bell crank 
95 which is operated by the highest denomina 

tional wheel, thus providing a fugitive-one mech 
anism, as will be understood and as more fully 
explained in my copending application, Serial 
No. 2,654, filed January 16, 1948. 
During the second half of the cycle, the cross 

shaft 2 is rotated clockwise, as viewed in Fig. 5, 
as previously explained. The resultant clockwise 
rotation of cams 20, by cooperation with the 
cam followers 26, will cause the slides 295 and 
the crossbar 22 aSSociated thereWith to move 
forward until the crossbar 202 clears the shoul 
ders 293 on carry-over bars 96, whereupon the 
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springs 99 will pull said carry-over bar down to 
the position shown in Fig. 5. 
As the crossbar. 6f moves forward, it carries 

forward to its normal position any Sensing slide 
8, which has moved rearward, by cooperation 
with the post 62 thereon. Thus it will be seen 
that the usual tens-carry-over restorer bar 6 
is utilized as a primary lock to prevent operation 
of the clear condition sensing means and has 
also been made to serve as a restoring means 
for said sensing means. 
From the foregoing description, it will be ap 

parent that an arrangement has been provided, 
in a combined typewriting and accounting mal 
chine, whereby a star or other clear Sign may be 
printed in any desired column of a work sheet 
when an operation in that column has resulted 
in clearing the register which has been Selected 
for operation at that columnar position. It is to 
be particularly noted that in accordance With 
the present invention, it is of no consequence 
whether the register is cleared as a result of an 
automatic total taking operation or as a result 
of an item entry. It is also to be noted that with 
an arrangement such as herein disclosed, the 
star or other clear sign will only be printed at 
definite preselected columnar letter. Space posi 
tionS. 

It is also to be noted that clear sign printing 
and register selection are both under control of 
the carriage. It is, therefore, possible to check 
back over a work sheet and determine the place 
where any error may have occurred. For ex 
ample, if a clear-sign does not appear in a column 
wherein an automatic total was taken, it Will 
be evident that an error occurred at the time 
of the automatic total taking operation and the 
particular register wherein the error occurred 
may be identified, since at that columnar position 
it will be known that a certain register Was in 
operation. 

Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. In a computing machine adapted for print 

ing amounts in a column on a Work sheet and 
having a letter spacing carriage, a unit on Said 
carriage for controlling various functions of the 
machine, a register comprising a plurality Of 
axially aligned wheels, and a cycling general oper 
ator for running indexed amounts into the wheels 
of the register; the improvement comprising 
spring-operated sensing means for ascertaining 
the clear condition of the register, a pair of nor 
mally effective locks each of which is capable of 
preventing operation of said sensing means, 
means for releasing one of Said locks at a prede" 
termined columnar letter Space position of the 
carriage, means for releasing the other of Said 
locks during a machine cycle, and a clear sign 
printing train operable only when both of said 
locks are released and when the Sensing means 
finds the register to be clear. 

2. In a computing machine adapted for print 
ing amounts in a column on a work sheet and 
having a letter spacing carriage, a unit on Said 
carriage for controlling various functions of the 
machine, a register comprising a plurality of 
axially aligned wheels, and a cycling general Oper 
ator for running indexed amounts into the wheels 
of the register; the improvement. Comprising 
spring-operated sensing means for ascertaining 
the clear condition of the register, a pair of nor 
mally effective-locks each of which is capable 
of preventing operation of Said Sensing means, 
means for releasing One of Said locks at a preder 
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18 
termined columnar letter space position of the 
carriage, means for releasing the other of said 
locks during a machine cycle, and a power 
actuated clear sign printing train the action of 
which is instituted by said sensing means when 
both of said locks are released and When the 
sensing means finds the register to be clear. 

3. In a credit balance computing machine hav 
ing a register which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for adding 
and Subtracting, a cycling general operator for 
running indexed amounts into the Wheels of the 
register, a state control means for determining 
whether the register is to be moved during a cycle 
from its neutral position into its adding or Sub 
tracting position, a Spring-urged member asso 
ciated with said state control means, an interlock 
between Said State control means and said spring 
urged member constructed and arranged to pre 
Went operation of said spring-urged member at 
all times when said State control means has not 
been moved to determine an adding or subtract 
ing Condition of the register, and a sign printing 
train the operation of Which is instituted by said 
Spring-urged member. 

4. In a credit balance computing machine hav 
ing a register which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for adding 
and Subtracting, a cycling general operator for 
running indexed amounts into the wheels of the 
register, a state control means for determining 
Whether the register is to be moved during a cycle 
from its neutral position into its adding or sub 
tracting position, Sensing means associated with 
the register for ascertaining a clear condition 
thereof, an interlock between said state control 
in eans and Said Sensing means constructed and 
arranged to prevent operation of said sensing 
means at all times when said state control means 
has not been moved to determine an adding or 
subtracting condition of the register, and a clear 
Sign printing train the operation of which is insti 
tuted by Said Sensing means when said sensing 
means is operated and upon operation finds the 

5 register to be clear. 
5. In a credit balance computing machine hav 

ing a register Which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for adding 
and subtracting, a cycling general operator for 
running indexed amounts into the wheels of the 
register, a State control means for determining 
Whether the register is to be moved during a cycle 
from its neutral position into its adding or sub 
tracting position, sensing means associated with 
the register for ascertaining a clear condition 
thereof, an interlock between said state control 
means; and Said Sensing means constructed and 
arranged to prevent operation of said sensing 
means at all times when said state control means 
has not been moved to determine a subtracting 
condition of the register, and a clear sign print 
ing train the Operation of which is instituted by 
Said sensing means when said sensing means is 
allowed to Operate and upon operation finds the 
register to be clear. 

6. In a credit balance computing machine hav 
ing a register which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for adding 
and Subtracting, a cycling general operator for 
running indexed amounts into the wheels of the 
register, a state control means for determining 
whether the register is to be moved during a 
cycle from its neutral position into its adding or 
Subtracting position, sensing means associated 
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with the register for ascertaining a clear condi 
tion thereof, an interlock between said state con 
trol means and said sensing means constructed 
and arranged to prevent operation of said Sens 
ing means at all times when said state control 
means has not been moved to determine an add 
ing condition of the register, and a clear sign 
printing train the operation of which is instituted 
by said Sensing means When said sensing means 
is allowed to Operate and upon operation finds 
the register to be clear. 

7. In a credit balance computing machine hav 
ing a register which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for add 
ing and subtracting, a cycling general operator 
for running indexed amounts into the wheels of 
the register, a fore-and-aft movable slide for 
determining whether the register is to be moved 
during a cycle from its neutral position into its 
adding Or Subtracting position, Spring-operated 
Sensing means associated With the register for 
ascertaining a clear condition thereof, an inter 
lock between said fore-and-aft movable slide and 
said sensing means constructed and arranged to 
prevent operation of said sensing means at all 
times When Said fore-and-aft movable side has 
not been moved to determine an adding or Sub 
tracting condition of the register, and a clear 
Sign printing train the Operation of which is in 
stituted by said sensing means when said sens 
ing means is allowed to operate and upon opera 
tion finds the register to be clear. 

8. In a credit balance computing machine hav 
ing a register which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for add 
ing and Subtracting, a cycling general operator 
for running indexed amounts into the Wheels of 
the register, a state control means for deterrain 
ing whether the register is to be moved during 
a cycle from its neutral position into its adding 
or Subtracting position, a Spring-urged inenber 
aSSociated With said state control means, an in 
terlock between said state control means and 
Said Spring-urged rheinber constructed and ar 
ranged to prevent operation of Said Spring-urged . 
member at all times when said state control 
means has not been naOved to determine an add 
ing or Subtracting condition of the register, a sign 
printing train the operation of which is in 
Stituted by Said Spring-urged neimber, and means 
asSociated With said cycling general operator for 
delaying the operation of said Spring-urged men 
ber until the last half of the cycle. 

9. In a credit balance computing machine hav 
ing a register which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for add 
ing and Subtracting, a cycling general Operator 
for running indexed amounts into the Wheels of 
the register, a state control means for deter 
mining whether the register is to be moved dur 
ing a cycle from its neutral position into its add 
ing or subtracting position, Sensing means as 
sociated with the register for ascertaining a clear 
condition thereof, an interlock between said state 
control means and said sensing Laans con 
structed and arranged to prevent operation of 
said sensing means at all times when said state 
control means has not been moved to determine 
an adding or subtracting condition of the reg 
ister, a clear sign printing train the Operation 
of which is instituted by said sensing means When 
said sensing means is allowed to operate and 
upon operation finds the register to be clear, and 
means associated with said cycling general Oper 
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20 
ator for delaying the operation of said sensing 
means until the last half of the cycle. 

10. In a credit balance computing machine 
adapted for printing amounts in a column. On a 
Work sheet and having a letter spacing carriage, 
a register which is movable to different posi 
tions from a normally neutral position for add 
ing and Subtracting, a unit on Said carriage for 
controlling various functions of the machine, and 
a cycling general operator for running indexed 
amounts into the wheels of the register; the in 
provement comprising a State control means for 
determining Whether the register is to be moved 
during a cycle from its neutral position into its 
adding or subtracting position, a Spring-urged 
member aSSociated with Said state control means, 
an interlock between Said State control means and 
said spring-urged member constructed and ar 
ranged to prevent operation of Said Spring-urged 
member at all times When said state control 
means has not been moved to determine an add 
ing or Subtracting condition of the register, a 
normally effective lock for preventing operation 
of said Spring-urged member, said lock being 
releasable at Only One predetermined letter Space 
position in a column, and a sign printing train 
the operation of which is instituted by said 
Spring-urged member. 

ll. In a credit balance computing machine 
adapted for printing amounts in a column on a 
work sheet and having a letter spacing carriage, 
a register which is movable to different positions 
from a normally neutral position for adding and 
Subtracting, a unit on said carriage for control 
ling Warious functions of the machine, and a 
cycling general operator for running indexed 
amountS into the register; the improvement com 
prising a state control means for determining 
whether a register is to be moved during a cycle 
from its neutral position into its adding or sub 
tracting position, sensing means associated with 
the register for ascertaining the clear condition 
thereof, an interlock between said state control 
means and Said Sensing means constructed and 
arranged to prevent operation of Said sensing 
means at all times when Said State control means 
has not been moved to determine an adding or 
Subtracting condition of the register, a normally 
effective lock for preventing operation of said 
Sensing means, Said lock being releasable at only 
One predetermined letter space position in a 
column, and a clear sign printing train the opera 
tion of which is instituted by Said sensing means 
When Said sensing means is allowed to operate 
and upon operation finds the register to be clear. 

12. In a credit balance computing machine 
adapted for printing amounts in a column on a 
Work sheet and having a letter spacing carriage, 
a register which is movable to different positions 
from a normally neutral position for adding and 
Subtracting, a column unit on said carriage for 
controlling various functions of the machine, and 
a cycling general operator for running indexed 
amounts into the register; the improvement com 
prising a fore-and-aft movable slide for deter 
mining whether a register is to be moved during 
a Cycle from its neutral position into its adding 
or subtracting position, spring-operated sensing 
means aSSociated with the register for ascertain 
ing the clear condition thereof, an interlock be 
tween Said fore-and-aft movable slide and said 
Sensing means constructed and arranged to pre 
Vent Operation of Said sensing means at all times 
When said fore-and-aft movable slide has not 
been moved to determine an adding or subtract 
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ing condition of the register, a normally effective 
column unit controlled lock for preventing opera 
tion of Said Sensing means, said lock being re 
leasable at only one predetermined letter space 
position in a column, a general operator con 
trolled lock constructed and arranged to allow 
Operation of Said Spring-operated Sensing means 
only after a cycle has progressed beyond the half 
way mark, and a sign printing train the operation 
of which is instituted by said sensing means when 
Said Sensing means is allowed to operate and upon 
operation finds the register to be clear. 

HENRY L. PITMAN. 
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